
It’s true! Each year, countless animals (including frogs, cats, and birds) are cruelly killed 
and then cut up in classrooms across the country—even though humane methods exist. 
Studies have shown that students who use humane dissection methods perform just as 
well as—and often better than—students who cut up animals. You don’t have to dissect! 
Explain to your teacher that you won’t and that a law gives you the right to say NO to 
doing so in Arizona. This is what it says:

      A.R.S. Title 15, 113 
A parent of a student in a public educational institution has the right to review learning 
materials and activities in advance. A parent who objects to any learning material or 
activity on the basis that the material or activity is harmful may request to withdraw 
that parent’s student from the activity or from the class or program in which the 
material is used and request an alternative assignment.

Animal dissection is unnecessary and cruel.  
Exercise your rights and stand up for 
animals by choosing not to dissect them. 
For more information or to get  
involved, visit CutOutDissection.com  
or e-mail us at hello@peta2.com.
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